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WE ARE PROUD TO SUPPORT THE SERVICE 

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE US MILITARY. 

At First-Light, our entire line of tactical lighting 

solutions is thoughtfully designed with the 

operator in mind. We’ve spent years studying 

how tactical professionals use their lights.  

Their movements, their decision-making 

processes, and even their stress levels.  

The results of these careful observations are 

common-sense designs that offer uncommon 

tactical performance advantages. Our lights 

are built to adapt to the actions of the user, 

rather than forcing them to alter their actions 

to accommodate their flashlight.

This quick-reference guide provides details 

on our lights that can be procured through 

the Defense Logistic Agency’s supply system 

by referencing their National Stock Numbers 

(NSNs). Feel free to contact us with any 

questions you may have regarding our lights 

and their specifications.



          MEDICS
First-Light USA has strategically designed select models 
of our lights to enhance visibility at the point of injury 
and perform across the full spectrum of Tactical Combat 
Casualty Care (TCCC) applications. Our models that offer a 
unique mix of red and green LEDs, highlight the color red, 
while subduing other colors (and fluids) when compared to 
using blue, red, or green light alone, in low-light situations.

          TOMAHAWK MC (RED/GREEN) TRS KIT
Standard Issue:  
MES 246C 
(Combat Medic)

Provides illumination  
of white light with red and  
green secondary colors; red and 
green can be used independently 
or mixed to highlight blood; use 
either handheld or hands-free when connected to TRS 
MOLLE vest mount; adjustable light direction from mount; 
momentary and three intensity levels of constant-on  
(all colors); and a lockout mode.

Tan TRS MOLLE: Foliage Green TRS MOLLE: 
6230-01-591-1594 6230-01-591-1597
(PN: 999123-TRS-TN) (PN: 999123-TRS-FG)

Red & Green Mix Red Light Only Blue Light Only Green Light Only

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX



          TORQ MED KIT
Standard issue:  
MES 245C
(Combat Lifesaver Bag)

Provides white-light 
illumination and 
secondary colors of red, 
green, and a specialized 
red + green mix for 
wound identification and treatment purposes. TORQ MED 
also features momentary output, three intensity levels of 
constant-on, lock-out mode, red/green/white safety beacon, 
and a disorienting strobe for tactical situations.  
Available in Coyote Brown.

With Coyote Brown TRS MOLLE:
6515-01-646-2636
(PN: 994023-MED-TRS-CB)

           TOMAHAWK NV (RED/GREEN) TRS KIT
Provides illumination 
of white light, red and 
green mix for blood 
highlighting and infrared 
at 880nm; use either 
handheld or hands-free 
when connected to TRS 
MOLLE mount; adjustable 
light direction from mount; momentary and three intensity 
levels of constant-on (all colors); lockout mode; integrated 
IR beacon.

Tan TRS MOLLE: Foliage Green TRS MOLLE: 
6230-01-591-2462 6230-01-591-3966
(PN: 999121-RG-TRS-TN) (PN: 999121-RG-TRS-FG)
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+ GREEN

 MIX

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX



          TOMAHAWK NV TC3 KIT
Provides illumination of white 
light, red and green mix 
for blood highlighting and 
infrared at 880nm; use either 
handheld or hands-free when 
connected to TRS MOLLE 
vest mount; adjustable light 
direction from mount; momentary and three intensity 
levels of constant-on (all colors); two-piece tail cap task 
light (UV or blue); lockout mode; integrated IR beacon.

With Blue Task light
Tan TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-591-1564
(PN: 999121-TC3-BL-TRS-TN)

Foliage Green TRS MOLLE: 
6230-01-591-2506
(PN: 999121-TC3-BL-TRS-FG)

With UV Task light
Tan TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-591-2511
(PN: 999121-TC3-UV-TRS-TN)

Foliage Green TRS MOLLE: 
6230-01-591-2518
(PN: 999121-TC3-UV-TRS-FG)

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX

UV
OR
BLUE

          TOMAHAWK/T-MAX TASK LIGHT 
Provides diagnostic ultra 
violet (UV) or blue illumination 
of ocular and other injuries 
in low light tactical combat 
casualty care situations; 
UV light can also be used 
to identify watermarks and 
holograms when examining 
credentials or ID documents; 
replaces standard Tomahawk 
tail cap; self-powered by three CR1616 coin cell batteries.

UV Task Light: Blue Task Light:
6230-01-595-5726 6230-01-595-5247
(PN: 999100-UV) (PN: 999100-BL)



          TOMAHAWK NV (BLUE) TRS KIT
Provides illumination 
of white light with blue; 
use either handheld 
or hands-free when 
connected to TRS MOLLE 
vest mount; adjustable 
light direction from 
mount; 880nm infrared 
output; momentary and three intensity levels of  
constant-on (all colors); lock-out mode, integrated  
IR beacon.

Blue + Tan TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-591-9345
(PN: 999121-BL-TRS-TN)

          TOMAHAWK NV ARMORED  
VEHICLE SET (AVS)
Standard Issue: 
M1 Abrams Tank 

Provides illumination  
of white light with blue 
and infrared at 880nm; 
use either handheld  
or hands-free with the 
included TRS MOLLE 
Chest Mount or TRS Magnet Mount; momentary and 
three intensity levels of constant-on  
(all colors); lock-out mode; integrated IR beacon.

Tomahawk NV AVS (Tank Kit): 6230-01-625-6928
(PN: 999121-BL-AVS-TN)

Includes: Tomahawk NV – Blue (PN: 999121-BL)
 TRS Magnet Mount – Tan (PN: 930021-4)
 TRS MOLLE Mount – Tan (PN: 930029-4)



          T-MAX 
T-MAX features a powerful white 
light output of 750+ lumens and 
strobe capability and can be 
operated in high, medium, or low 
brightness settings. The same 
battlefield-tested ruggedness 
found in our military-specific 
lights can be found in this  
white-light-only model. T-MAX is our most powerful 
general-purpose light.

6230-01-706-4749
(PN: 992020) 

          T-MAX LE KIT 
Constructed from aerospace-grade 
aluminum and designed to perform under 
the most challenging 
conditions, T-MAX LE 
is the premier lighting 
tool for today’s law 
enforcement officer. 
Featuring white light,  
tactical strobe, flashing 
white/red/blue safety 
beacon, and a red + green secondary color mix, the 
T-MAX LE is the perfect addition to any officer’s duty 
belt. Includes TRS Belt Mount.

6230-01-706-4756
(PN: 992026-BELT-BK)

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX



          T-MAX NV TRS KIT
The T-MAX NV TRS Kit 
is the perfect choice 
for the advanced 
military operator 
seeking the ultimate 
lighting tool. Features 
include Infrared (IR) 
with 3 output levels 
and IR beacon, red, green, and a red + green mix 
designed specifically for illuminating blood at the 
point of injury in low-light situations. T-MAX features a 
powerful white-light output of 750+ lumens and strobe 
capability and can be operated in high, medium, or low 
brightness settings. 

6230-01-706-4687
(PN: 992021-RG-TRS-CB)

          T-MAX PRO  
With a powerful momentary  
white-light output of over 700 
lumens and strobe capability, 
the T-MAX PRO is the perfect 
choice for anyone looking for a 
truly tactical-to-practical lighting 
tool. Featuring 3 output levels 
of constant-on, white light and 
red/blue/green secondary color 
options, the T-MAX Pro also 
provides a red + green mix option 
designed specifically for illuminating blood at the point 
of injury. A safety beacon can be activated with the 
secondary LED outputs, and the crenulated bezel can 
act as a striking tool.

6230-01-706-4743
(PN: 992023) 
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          T-MAX NV TC3 KIT 
The T-MAX NV TC3 Kit provides powerful white-
light illumination and secondary colors of IR, red, 
green, and red + green mix, 
along with a self-powered 
task light with either Blue or 
UV light. T-MAX NV TC3 Kit also 
features three intensity levels 
of constant-on, lock-out mode*, 
safety beacon, IR beacon, and ready-strobe 
function designed to disorient subjects with a 
quick touch of the thumb. Task lights can be used 
for ocular inspections of corneal abrasions or 
checking watermarks on ID’s. The accompanying 
TRS MOLLE Mount allows the light to be used 
handheld or hands-free. 

T-MAX NV TC3 Kit Blue:
6230-01-706-4716
(PN: 992021-TC3-BL-TRS-CB)

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX

          TORQ LE  
Designed for law 
enforcement, the 
TORQ LE provides 
white-light illumination 
and secondary colors 
red, green, and blue. 
Featuring momentary 
output, three intensity levels of constant-on,  
and a white/red/blue safety beacon, TORQ LE  
also delivers a ready-strobe function designed  
to disorient subject(s) with a quick touch of  
the thumb.

6230-01-706-4765 
(PN: 994026-BELT-BK)

T-MAX NV TC3 Kit UV :
6230-01-706-4727
(PN: 992021-TC3-UV-TRS-CB)



          GLIDR
Specifically designed for use in 
aircraft, GLIDR offers white light, 
IR, and NVIS-compatible light for 
use with NVG’s. GLIDR features 
adjustable brightness of all output colors, a lock-out 
mode to prevent inadvertent discharge of the light, a 
double-click-for-color to access the colored LEDs from 
lock-out mode, and an IR beacon.

GLIDR*:
(PN: 996021)

GLIDR Kit* (w Head Strap):
(PN: 996021-CB)

Head Strap*: (PN: 626103)

*NSN’s Pending

          SLIDR
SLIDR features adjustable  
white light, IR, red, green, and 
our unique mix of red and green 
for highlighting blood at the 
point-of-injury. Like GLIDR, SLIDR delivers adjustable 
brightness of all output colors, a lock-out mode  
to prevent inadvertent discharge of the light, a 
double-click-for-color to access the colored LEDs  
from lock-out mode, and an IR beacon.

SLIDR*:
(PN: 996023)

SLIDR Kit* (w/ Head Strap):
(PN: 996023-CB)

Head Strap*:  (PN: 626103)

*NSN’s Pending

 RED
+ GREEN

 MIX



          TORQ 
The incredibly functional 
and ergonomically intuitive 
TORQ provides white-light 
illumination with momentary 
output, three intensity levels 
of constant-on, and lock-out 
mode all at the touch of a 
finger. Secondary LED colors 
include red, green, and blue, 
plus a highly visible red/white/
green safety beacon.

6230-01-706-4655
(PN: 994023-B) 

          TORQ NV TRS KIT 
The TORQ NV 
provides white-light 
illumination and 
secondary colors 
of red, green, blue, 
and infrared. TORQ 
NV also features 
momentary output, 
three intensity 
levels of constant-on, lock-out mode, red/white/green 
safety beacon, IR Beacon, and a disorienting strobe 
for tactical situations. Available with red/white/blue 
strobe. The TORQ NV TRS Kit includes the TRS MOLLE 
Blade Mount.

6230-01-706-4667 
(PN: 994021-TRS-CB)



          TOMAHAWK NV (RED OR BLUE)
Provides illumination of white 
light with red or blue (depending 
on model) and infrared at 880nm; 
use either handheld or hands-free 
when clipped to MOLLE vest using 
standard steel clip; momentary 
and three intensity levels of 
constant-on (all colors); lock-out 
mode; integrated IR beacon.

Red + IR:  Blue + IR:
6230-01-556-0542 6230-01-575-9207
(PN: 999121) (PN: 999121-BL)

          TOMAHAWK 
NV (YELLOW-
GREEN) TRS KIT
Provides NVG-friendly 
illumination either 
handheld or hands-free 
when connected to TRS 
MOLLE vest mount; adjustable light direction from mount; 
white light; low NVG signature yellow-green LEDs; 880nm 
infrared output; momentary and three intensity levels of 
constant-on (all colors); lock-out mode, integrated  
IR beacon.

Yellow-Green + Tan TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-591-2456
(PN: 999121-YG-TRS-TN)

Yellow-Green + Foliage Green TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-591-6761
(PN: 999121-YG-TRS-FG)



          TOMAHAWK GP
Provides white-light illumination 
either handheld or hands-free 
when clipped to MOLLE vest 
using standard steel clip;  
high or low momentary output; 
three intensity levels of  
constant-on; lock-out mode.

White Light:
6230-01-574-2731
(PN: 999120)

          TOMAHAWK MC (RED/BLUE OR 
RED/GREEN)
Provides illumination of white light 
and secondary colors, either red  
and green or red and blue depending 
upon model, plus a momentary light 
feature, three intensity levels of 
constant-on and a lock-out mode. 
The flashlight can be used either 
handheld or hands-free when 
connected to our TRS MOLLE mount 
(mount also offers the ability to 
adjust light direction). Steel Clip 
included. TRS Mount sold separately.

Red/Blue: Red/Green: 
6230-01-556-0531 6230-01-612-0179
(PN: 999122) (PN: 999123)
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          TRS MOUNTS
Immediately force-multiply the functionality of your light  
with First-Light USA’s line of patented Tactical Retention 
System (TRS) mounts. With rugged construction and 
ergonomic design, TRS mounts allow our lights to be worn  
on tactical vests and firmly attached to ferrous surfaces. 
Simply put, our TRS mounts allow your light to evolve into  
a versatile, hands-enabling tactical lighting system.

          TRS MOLLE MOUNT 
Tomahawk TRS MOLLE tactical 
retention system converts 
standard steel clip models to 
TRS providing hands-free and 
adjustable illumination.

Tan TRS MOLLE:
6230-01-595-5264
(PN: 930029-4)

          TRS MAGNET MOUNT 
Constructed of a high-strength 
flexible material, which permits 
our Tomahawk or T-MAX lights 
to be positioned on any ferrous 
surface, regardless of the 
surfaces shape; 180 degrees of 
rotation; pivots while holstered.

Tan TRS Magnet:
5340-01-626-0047
(PN: 930021-4)



First-Light USA

205 S. Main St., Seymour, IL 61875 USA

Phone: 217-687-4048

Email: info@firstlight-usa.com

www.firstlight-usa.com


